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Abstract In case of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) the sensed data which are collected by the

ordinary senor nodes will have to be forwarded to the sink node (Base Station) in order to be acces-

sible by the remote users. The location of the sink could significantly affect the energy dissipation

and throughput of the network. This paper aims to investigate an optimal location for the sink node

in such a way that the sum of distances from all the sensor nodes to the sink node is minimized. In

an effort to place the sink node within the network our algorithm finds the geometric median of all

the location associated with the sensor nodes. In a discrete set of points, the geometric median could

be defined as the location which basically minimizes the sum of distances to all the points. Perfor-

mance evaluation reveals that the proposed location for the sink node extends the network lifetime

comparing with other possible location within the network field.
� 2016 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Faculty of Computers and Information,

Cairo University. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.

org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) due to variety of applica-

tions [1–3] and future potential [4,5] has gained a tremendous
attention among the researchers. Two main components of a
WSN are the sensor nodes and the sink node. Despite the fact

that wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are capable of having a
variety of topologies, for instance star, mesh or ring, the sig-
nals generated by the sensor nodes are provided to the end

users through the sink nodes. A sink node or a base station
is basically a designated device similar to the normal sensor
nodes but more powerful. One of the primary tasks of the sink
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Figure 1 A typical wireless network.
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node is to bridge a WSN with the remote users (Fig. 1). Actu-
ally being not the same as ad hoc networks, sensor nodes in
WSNs are powered by non-rechargeable batteries. Therefore

the techniques [6–8] and design of new protocol [9,10] to pro-
long the lifetime of the network are of great importance. The
energy required to route a message to the sink node, for each

and every sensor node depends on the distance from the sink
node and number hops that message will have to travel. Hav-
ing several sink nodes, employed effectively within the network
field would help to reduce the energy needed for a message to

be delivered and prolong the network lifetime. Though, there
are some constraints of employing several sink nodes such as
the cost of the device or not being practical to have more than

one within the field. Due to the fact that, the sensed data, col-
lected by the ordinary SNs are transferred to the sink node, the
overall network performance can be influenced by the place of

the sink node.
There are several challenges to be faced in order to locate

the optimal spot of the sink node within the network field.
Few of main issues are as follows:

� There exists a huge solution space which means the sink
node can be possibly located at anywhere in the network

field.
� Massive number of sensor nodes in the WSNs is another
main challenge in locating the sink node.

� There are different routing protocols each having its own
energy model and technique to optimize and route data
toward the sink node.

� Possible changes in the network topology due to any sort of
failure or improvements which might require the sink node
to be relocated.

� Optimization of sink node location for different sampling

mode such as periodical or event-driven, might require dif-
ferent considerations [11].

� Increment of sensor nodes within the network field requires

the sink node to be repositioned in order to improve the
lifetime as well as the throughput of the network.
This paper intends to find out an optimal location for the
sink node so that the sum of distances from all the nodes to
the sink node is minimized. To spot the optimal place our algo-

rithm finds the geometric median of all the locations associated
with the sensor nodes. In a discrete set of points, the geometric
median could be defined as the location which basically mini-
mizes the sum of distances to all the points. Despite of being a

straightforward concept, its computation is a challenge. The
remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2
the related work and proposed solutions are discussed. Sec-

tion 3 discusses our strategy and algorithm in order to find
the optimal location for the sink node. The network model
along various parameters that are used in the simulation is pre-

sented in Section 4. Section 5 contains the performance evalu-
ation and the result of our simulation and conclusion of the
work is given in Section 6.
2. Related work

In [12] the sink has been located on different places and the con-
clusion indicates that the center of the network as well as the

center of the quarter having the highest density of nodes are
far better choices for the sink location. In [13,14] the P-
median, a well-known NP-hard problem was used to decide

the optimal location of the sink node. The result given in [14]
shows the optimal placement of the sink would be the center.
Authors in [15] fix the sinks location by taking into account

the nodes whose data are conveyed through a node close to
the sink. In [16] optimal base-station locations regarding two-
tiered WSNs have been proposed. The network lifetime was

evaluated by the distances of all the nodes and the sink as well
as the average rate of bit stream. In [17] the result from the sim-
ulation shows that improvements on data rate and power Effi-
ciency can be accomplished by employing different algorithms

to discover a layout for the base station. The sink node position
was selected to increase the joint weight of data flows in an
effort to reduce the energy consumption of the WSN. In [18]
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the P-Median Problem model was utilized in order to express
the problem of placing several sink nodes by the help of an iter-
ative algorithm. This paper attempts to determine an optimal

location for the sink node with the intention that sum of dis-
tances from all the nodes to the sink node is minimized. In order
to spot the ideal place, the geometric median of all the locations

associated with the sensor nodes is found.

3. Sink node placement strategy

Basically if there is a discrete set of points located in a Eucli-
dean Space the geometric median would be defined as the
point which actually minimizes the sum of distances to all

the points. In statics, geometric median is a significant method
to calculate an estimate of a location. Additionally it is a typ-
ical problem in facility location, in which it deals with the issue

of locating a facility in an effort to minimize the total cost of
transportation [19].

For a set of m points a1;a2; . . . ; am where each ai � R
n, the

geometric would be as:

GM ¼ argmin
b2Rn

Xm

i¼1

kai � bk2 ð1Þ

where argmin means the argument b that will minimize the
sum.

Although the geometric median’s appearing as a simple and

straightforward concept to comprehend, its computation poses
a challenge. There exists no exact formula nor any precise
algorithm, only numerical approximations are practical

toward the solution. However it can be calculated by the help
Figure 2 Arrangement of s
of an iterative procedure, where in each step the algorithm gen-
erates a more accurate result to the problem.

If b is distinct from the points, ai then b is the geometric

median iff it satisfies:

0 ¼
Xm

i¼1

ai � b

kai � bk ð2Þ

Generally, b would be the geometric median iff there exist vec-
tors ui so that:

0 ¼
Xm

i¼1

ui ð3Þ

where for xi – b,

ui ¼ ai � b

kai � bk ð4Þ

and for xi ¼ b,

kuik 6 1 ð5Þ
In our approach to find the geometric median and locate the
sink node, we first approximate the best location (x, y) which
is the center of gravity. Then the sum of distances from the

input points (assumed to be locations of sensor nodes) is com-
puted to the point (x, y). In the next step the four neighboring
points of (x, y) which are away an experimental distance e in

every directions (up, down, right, left) are found and the
sum of distances to each of them is calculated. If any of the
points give a better result, then the (x, y) will be updated
and the same procedure with the same value of e will be carried

out. In case if none of the points improves the present value of
ensor nodes within field.



Table 1 Various parameters used in the simulation.

Sr.

no.

Parameters Value

1 Routing protocols LEACH

2 Base station position Divergent

2 Environment size 100 � 100

3 Number of nodes 100

4 Packet size 4000 bits

5 Speed of EM wave 3 � 108 m/s

6 Election probability value of cluster-

heads (P)

0.1

7 Number of rounds (rmax) 4000 rounds

8 Initial energy per node (E0) 0.5 J

9 Eelec = Ebit 50 nJ/bit

10 Efs 0.0013 pJ/ bit/

m4

11 Eamp 100 pJ/bit/ m4

12 EDA 5 nJ/bit

Table 2 Various locations for the base station.

Sink node Location

Proposed (22.62, 51.06)

Centre (50, 50)

Random location (1) (20, 60)

Random location (2) (30, 45)

Random location (3) (50, 20)

Figure 3 Number of nodes d
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the (x, y) then the same procedure will be carried out but the

value of e will be reduced as we need to look closer to the cur-
rent point to find the optimal location for the sink node.

The following algorithm shows our approach to find the

geometric median which is used to locate the sink node.

1. Reading all the points

2. Calculating the center of gravity (x,y) and using it as the first

approximation to the answer

3. Computing sum of distances to (x,y)

4. Finding the neighboring points (up, down, right, left) of (x,y),

each far away by an experimental value (e)

5. Computing the sum of distances to the neighbors of (x,y)

6. Comparing the results with the (x,y)

7. If none of neighbor improves the solution look closer to the

current point (reducing the value of experimental value e) and go to

step (4)

Else

Update the value of the (x, y) and go to step (4)

8. Continue till obtaining a precise approximation of the location
3.1. Required energy for sink node placement

Minimizing the overall energy consumption of the WSN is the
core objective of our proposed work. The proposed scheme
needs no sensor nodes, which are energy constrained to be

involved in the main process of computation. Generally the
optimal location of the base station is calculated at the
deployment stage of the WSN (the same was carried out in this
ead vs. number of rounds.



Figure 4 Nodes death vs. number of rounds.

Figure 5 Energy dissipation of WSN.
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experimental work). However in case of several changes which
might take place after the deployment stage, such as changing
the number of sensor nodes or their location, optimal position

of sink node has to be recalculated. The recalculation will be
done by the sink node itself (assuming to have unlimited power)
once recognizing any alterations in the number or position of

the sensor nodes. The information regarding the positions of
GPS-enabled sensor nodes which are mainly used for routing
purposes [20,21] is sent to the base station. Then the base sta-

tion (if it is required) will recalculate its own ideal position
which can be applied within the network field accordingly.
4. Implementation

In our experiment the sink node each time has been placed in a
different location in order to evaluate the performance of the

WSN. The following basic characteristics are assumed to sim-
plify the WSN model:

� All SNs have limited energy resources and not
rechargeable.

� All nodes are homogeneous.
� The base station is static and has no mobility.



Figure 6 Closer view of energy dissipation of WSN.

Figure 7 Packet sent to the BS.
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� Position of all the SNs is fixed.
� The base station has unlimited power and aware of the loca-
tion of all SNs.
100 homogeneous sensor nodes have been employed in the
simulation and each node has an initial energy of 0.5 Joule,

which have been spread over a 100 � 100 m field, depicted in
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Fig. 2. To evaluate the performance of the WSN the LEACH
[22] which is one of the earliest and well-known hierarchical
routing protocols have been engaged. MATLAB [23] is used

to carry out the simulation tests. The various parameters used
in the simulation are given in the following Table 1 and the var-
ious locations for the base station are presented in the Table 2.

5. Performance evaluation

The number of dead nodes versus number of rounds is illus-

trated in Figs. 3 and 4 as well. By locating the base station
at the center of the network field (50, 50), it is observed that
the first node dies on 1384th round and half of the nodes died

on 1830th round which gives a better result comparing with the
rest of the locations. However considering the round that all
the nodes die and the WSN functions no more, it is realized

that the proposed location (22.62, 51.06) offers a better result
in which the last node of the WSN dies on 3670th round.

Figs. 5 and 6 represent the energy dissipation of the net-
work. Considering the Fig. 6 which is a closer look obtained

from the Fig. 5, we realize that the proposed sink location
(22.62, 51.06) offers a better energy management and balanc-
ing after the second halve of the rounds (2100th round) which

result the WSN to function for a longer time comparing with
the other locations. However the location of the sink at the
center (50, 50) and the random location 2 (30, 45) gives a better

result at the first halve of the rounds.
The Fig. 7 points out that the number of packets received at

base station located at the center (50,50) as well as the random
location 2 (30, 45) are slightly higher than the proposed loca-

tion(22.62, 51.06).

6. Conclusion

The location of the Base Station has a significant effect on the
energy dissipation and lifetime of the WSNs. An optimal loca-
tion for the base station has been investigated within this

paper, in such a way that the sum of distances from all the sen-
sor nodes to the base station is minimized. In an effort to place
the sink node within the network our algorithm finds the geo-

metric median of all the location associated with the sensor
nodes. The optimal spot of the sink node found by our algo-
rithm has been compared with various other options such as

center of WSN field. Performance evaluation reveals that the
proposed location for the sink node prolongs the network life-
time comparing with other possible location within the net-
work field. However the throughput of the network is

slightly better while the sink node is placed at the center of
the field (50, 50) as well as at location (30, 45) comparing with
our optimal spot (22.62, 51.06).
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